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Tired Time 
                             Gobinda Bhakta 

 

Time! Thou are preyed by pandemic disease. 

Demonic disease breaks Thy scheduled clock. 

Now you are vacation of long sleep. 

Thou lose thy importance and meaning to human for thy hibernation. 

 

                            Thou are not a king but a mere slave to human. 

Thou can't force human to follow madly after you. 

Neither can thou make students busy to studies nor make teachers hurry to complete syllabus 

within time. 

Thou a defeated soldier can't fight against Pandemic who destroy many budding careers in 

their nip all over the world. 

 

All drivers forget the time table to run their machine. 

 Sportsmen forget their ground to play.  

Doctors forget to face long queue for outdoors patients. 

Mechanical productions do not get new lives in industry. 

 

Busy, hurry, swift all-time bound words are taking rest under the cell of Pandemic. 

All they wait for their saviour of vaccine from the demonic grasp of epidemic. 

All forget thy proverb,' time and tide waits for none'. 

Human kingdom is tired of waiting by you. 

Man forgets thy medicine of 'Time is the best healer of all pains". 

Thou bring inactivity of boredom, laziness and frustration to all. 

O time! spreads thy wings to destroy Pandemic for restarting the activity human civilisation 

smoothly. 
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Bio Note:    

Gobinda Bhakta is working presently as an Assistant Professor, Department of 

English, Rammohan College, Kolkata, India. He has completed his M.A. in English from 

Rabindra Bharati University, Kolkata and completed M. Phil in English from University of 

Calcutta. His special areas of interest are on Dalit Literature and Disable Studies. His articles 

have been published in different journals. He has passion for writing poetry. He has also deep 

passion for playing Bamboo flute. 
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